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The Revenue Assurance module provides an automated, auditable solution for Mobile Financial 

Services (MFS) providers who must perform telecommunications call data collection and processing for auditing 

purposes. This process is performed continuously with the primary aim of revenue calculation and reporting.

Uses secure encryption methodology when data is in transit, and in storage

Provides access to data via the CDRlive reporting web interface

Provides direct access to the database through standard SQL

Integrates with existing designs and architecture

How it Works:

Achieve more.
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Adapt IT is a leader in ICT (information and communication 

technology) market through the provision of turnkey 

solution to the Education, Manufacturing, Energy, 

Financial Services, Hospitality and Telecommunication 

sector, employing over 1000 technology professionals and 

servicing more than 10 000 customers in 40 countries.
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Key Features:

Uses raw data from various channels to access the 

functionality of the system, e.g.

Internet

STK application

POS

Mobile Money debit card

Identifies various roles during detailed scoping

Subscribers

Dealers

Corporate account holders, including merchants 

and vendors

Mobile Payment Gateways (MPG)

Identifies different types of accounts:

Subscriber accounts

Ledger accounts

Identifies different types of transactions: 

Subscribers

Merchants and vendors

Retrieves data generated from networks and financial 

transaction gateways

Achieve more.

Enables informed decision-making

Provides detailed indicators and reports

Provides insight into emerging trends

Supports e-mail alerting to designated personnel

Processes 200,000 events per second

Provides audit, trace and logging functionality to 

review the processing accuracy of the system at 

any time

Benefits:

Supports multiple file types, including ASN.1, 

Binary fixed width, ASCII delimited, ASCII fixed 

width and XML

Requires minimal configuration changes from 

major vendors

Shows ROI quickly because of the easy 

implementation

Automatically provides reconciliation and 

validation of data
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